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SRS Swiss Renewable Solutions 
 
 
Swiss Renewable Solutions AG (SRS) is a Swiss company and financing corporation that 

implements and finances the most modern, integrative building concepts based on renewable 

and CO2-neutral technologies. The focus is on promoting renewable energy in Switzerland. 

 
Baar, December 8th, 2021 - Daniel A. Oechslin, Chairman of the Board of Directors of SRS: "SRS 

would like to make an important contribution to an independent, economical and at the same time 

ecological future of energy supply in Switzerland." 

The company, domiciled in Baar, Canton Zug, specializes in the creation of renewable energy systems 

for large private and public buildings. Multi-family houses, newly designed settlements or industrial 

buildings with rooftop systems of commercial size from a total roof area of around 1500 m2 and an 

output from 300 kWp are at the heart of the corporate strategy. 

Added value at various levels of "green" energy 

From planning to overall financing to implementation, everything is designed from a single source. 

SRS works with a corporate network of partner companies that has proven itself for almost three 

decades. Accordingly, the projects create added value on several levels - from pure electricity cost 

savings to the efficiency of decentralized energy generation through to increasing the value of the 

buildings through a technology based on the latest technical standards of renewable energy. 

The latest photovoltaic components and solutions, experience from over 13,000 MW of international 

energy construction as well as blockchain-based billing and control of the systems guarantee 

maximum efficiency in the application. They also mean a significant simplification of the overall effort 

and operation of the systems. By bringing standardization into the system, costs and workload can be 

reduced in all areas. 

Technical innovation and the highest standards of quality and reliability have top priority at SRS. 

Accordingly, the company guarantees project and system planning for its internationally renowned 

specialists, which is mainly carried out in Switzerland. Furthermore, all system components are 

manufactured exclusively in Europe. 

The trend towards decentralized power plants 

With the solutions for renewable energy from SRS, a large number of decentralized power plants will 

be created throughout Switzerland in the near future, consisting of renewable energy generators such 

as photovoltaics, heat, wind and other building-integrable technologies inside and outside the building. 

Decentralized power plants with a total output of 50 MWp are planned for Switzerland and a few in 

Germany by 2024, of which 15 MWp will be implemented by 2022. 

Daniel A. Oechslin: "The designation Independent Power Producer, IPP‘ has full justification and is the 

goal of our work." 

 



 

 

SRS is thus making a contribution on the way to a more independent, green Switzerland and is at the 

service of the global 2030 Agenda. 

 

For more information, please refer to our website: 

www.swiss-renewable-solutions.com 
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